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introduction

in the spring of 1920 two prominent ogden women

traveling by train were discussing the need for serving the

girls of their community that conversation eventually

brought together representatives of many ogden churches and

womens clubs to found a council dedicated to organizing the

girls of ogden into some society where they might be

instructed along the lines of home making health and

recreation 1 although they originally adopted the camp fire
girl program they quickly shifted to girl scouting which

received enthusiastic support

almost a decade earlier the girl scout movement had been

founded by juliettejullettejuilette daisy gordon low daisy was born into
a wealthy savannah family and she led a privileged but

neglected childhood her marriage to the english playboy

willy low ended in a painful divorce although willy died

before the divorce was finalized daisy had to face the

humiliation of fighting willys lover for her share of the

estate daisy was left at middle age feeling that she had

failed in all the duties and responsibilities of a woman 2

following willys death daisy divided her time between

her homes in london and savannah and she also traveled
throughout europe in the spring of 1911 while visiting in

lincolnshireLincoln daisyshire met lord robert baden powell who in 1907
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had organizedorgani thezedsed boy scouts to prepare young men to be

honorable citizens and soldiers daisy and lord badenpowellbaden

were

powell

attracted to one another and they became good friends
when daisy took a home in scotland later that summer lord
badenpowellbaden waspowell one of her guests3guests

thousands

3

of young girls had become interested in the

boy scout program and although lord badenpowellbaden feltpowell that
girls participating with the boy scouts was improper he

allowed the girls to organize as girl guides he installed
his sister agnes baden powell as thier leader and developed

a program which emphasized domestic skills
daisy

4

had reached a low point and was in need of a

cause to give her direction in her life she

enthusiastically embraced the girl guide movement5movementsmovement she5

started a troop of seven girls which met at her scottish
summer home she taught the girls cooking spinning

knitting and first aid and she devised a plan to raise
chickens so the girls would not have to leave home to go to

work at such a young age young military officers who

visited that summer were quickly drafted to teach map reading

and signaling although daisy left her troop when she

returned to london in the fall she started two more troops

before sailing for america 6

daisy intended with the approval and support of lord
baden powell to bring the girl guide movement to the united

states shortly after arriving in savannah she told ninaitinahinahlinahilna

pape in a phone conversation that ive got something for the

2

skills4
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girls of savannah and all america and all the world and

were going to start it tonight later that month march

1912 the first two troops of girl guides in the united
states were founded during the summer the girls begged to

change their name to girl scouts and although daisy knew

lord badenpowellbaden wouldpowell strongly disapprove she agreed 8

girl scouting spread quickly throughout the eastern

united states daisy used her numerous social contacts to

interest women in starting troops she refused excuses and

hundreds of troops were organized mary aickin rothschild
wrote of the leaders these new leaders were uppermiddleupper

class

middle

to upper class overwhelmingly protestant well

educated and either did not work outside the home or were

social workers in settlement houses 9 although the leaders
were generally prominent women suggesting a strong link to

the social gospel aspect of the progressive movement the

poor and deprived girls of the lower social classes were not

the only ones involved in scouting rather than

concentrating on only one social class they were trying to

take their movement to all girls
the girl scout movement grew at an astounding rate

starting with 18 girls enrolled in those first troops on

march 12 1912 they grew to over 1000 within two years by

1915 membership had jumped to 5000 and by 1920 there were

50000 registered girl scouts to deal with the tremendous

growth of scouting a national office had to be organized

daisy established the national headquarters in washington

3

7

gi rl
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DC in 1913 and adapted the girl guide manual for american

scouts which was issued as how girls can help their country

two years later the national organization was incorporated

and a constitution and bylaws were adopted in 1917 the

headquarters was moved to new york and by 1920 the handbook

had been completely rewritten by american experts and was

reissued as Scoutinscouting for girls a title which paralleled that
of the boy scout handbook 10

reflecting both the organization and nomenclature of

the boy scouts and an intense interest in world varwarevarvear 1I girls
were organized into troops which were divided into patrols
of not more than eight girls the troops met once a week

under the direction of an adult leader called a captain and

her assistants or lieutenants when a girl joined a troop

she had to pass the tenderfoot test which included knowing

the girl scout promise and laws and demonstrating basic

proficiency in knots patriotism and trail signs after
becoming a tenderfoot a girl could proceed through the ranks

to second class scout and finally to first class scout 11

although the girl scouts encouraged activities which

would help girls acquire the skills to become good wives and

mothers they did not limit their programs to domestic work

camping and outdoor activities were an important part of the

movement from the beginning and the girls were trained in

the duties and responsibilities of being good citizens before
women were granted the right to vote mary aicken rothschild

count

af ter

ef
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argued that early programming was attempting to serve a dual

purpose

while girl scouts advocated training girls to be
good wives and mothers with merit badges like
child hursenurse cook invalid cooking hospital nursehurse
laundressundressLa matron housekeeper and needleneedie woman
they also presaged a new day when women would
follow their own inclinations to work outside the
home perhaps even in jobs which were
untraditional some merit badges which involved
tasks unusual for women in 1912 were electrician
flyer and telegraphist for which girls had to
comprehend simple electrical systems understand
engines make an aeroplane to fly 25 yards and
be able to read and send morse code 12

they intended to meet the girl scout motto be prepared

by preparing the girls for a variety of roles and

expectations in a quickly changing world

by 1920 the girl scouts were reaching thousands of

girls and adults throughout the country with their programs

they had severed their close ties with girl guides by

publishing an original manual and their own magazine the

american girl but they reinforced their friendly
relationship by participating in the first girl guidegirlguide

scout

girl
international conference held in oxford england also

in 1920 the girl scouts designated juliette gordon lows
birthday october 31 as founders day and they were well on

their way to becoming one of the largest and most important

youth organizations in america 3

5

13
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656665 and66 mary aickin rothschild to scout or to guide the
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61981 p 115

kerr p 66 and saxton p 43

daisys5daisysdabsysDai biographerssys agree that she felt that she was
floundering which probably resulted in her devotion to girl
guides and later girl scouts in an attempt at
psychobiographypsycho stricklandbiography argues together military
conflict abroad and agitation for sexual equality at home
supplied the context within which the movement for female
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low with a cause and hence with an opportunity to resolve a
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CHAPTER I1

THE beginnings OF GIRL SCOUTING IHIN UTAH 192019601920

formation

1960

of odeenodgen and salt lake councils

when bertha J eccles and lilliebelleLilli freyebelle falckfaick
discussed the welfare of ogden girls in the spring of 1920

they were probably concerned with the problems associated

with the severe economic depression which hit utah following

world war 1I businesses failed jobs were lost and workers

were uneasy 1 all of these conditions made childrens lives
more difficult while the boy scouts were very popular in
ogden there were no organizations outside of churches to

speak to the needs of the girls
bertha eccles was a danish convert to the LDS church who

had come to utah as a young girl and had married david

eccles a wealthy ogden entrepreneur with the advantages of

wealth bertha eccles was already well known for her social
work in the state especially for children she had formed

two childrens organizations the child culture club and the

martha society 2

like bertha eccles lilliebelleLilli falckfaickebelle the wife of

joseph gr falckfaick was also a prominent ogden club woman who

dedicated much of her time to charitable organizations

although allied with the schools for the deaf and blind the

red cross the child culture club and the episcopal church

8
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flagaflag 3

mrs falckfaick was best known for her devout patriotism and

service to the american flag3
in addition to being influenced by the economic problems

of the state these two women may have been touched by the

spirit of progressivism social work had long been the

domain of womens voluntary organizations and was

strengthened by the social gospel aspect of the progressive
movement although neither woman may have aligned herself
with the progressive party their enthusiastic support of

social programs reveals that they were dedicated to

progressive ideals this connection was further bolstered
when they adopted the girl scout program which had received

wide support among young progressive settlement workers

in

4

addition aspects of the girl scout program seemed to

reflect other widespread movements of the first part of the

century As part of the progressive influence in education
many schools began to emphasize the study of practical skills
such as trades and home economics the merit badges of girl
scouting reflect a similar strong interest in home management

and the whole program was built around the philosophy that
girls must be prepared to meet all practical needs5

at the same time there were also prominent movements in

conservation and recreation which helped promote the

formation of national parks and the preservation of natural
resources the girl scouts reflected these attitudes with

their interest in camping hiking and nature study 6

9

f or

workers4
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katKafkatherinecherinekatcherinetherine G wright and deliadelladeila bowman

of the ladies literary club mrs meal of the historical
club and mrs illiamwilliamff barrows of the child culture club were

in attendance7attendancesattendance
mrs

7

faickfalck presented a report on the camp fire girls
and stressed that as christian women we should have the

welfare of the girls at heart and that we should spend our

best efforts in eguardingsafeguarding their lives 8 following an

overview of the camp fire program by GW goates a local boybotibovi

scout executive the women voted to form a local branch of

the camp fire girls and to approach all the clubs churches

and organizations in order to present their plans9
three months later this group of eminent women

reconvened to organize the camp fire girls they hired
rosalind rieman as a director and two public school

instructors as assistants all of the women pledged their

10

despite all of the factors which may have influenced
mrs eccles and mrs falckfaickfaichfalch it is apparent that they were

most concerned about the girls and wanted to support an

organization which would give them the skills and knowledge

to lead happy and productive lives
their concerns led them to call a meeting of many of the

prominent club women of ogden which was held at the eccles
home on may 15 1920 in addition to mrs eccles and mrs

faickfalckfaloh agnes H stevens from the veeberweberveber stake relief society

isabel foulger of the ogden stake relief society amelia

flygare of veberweber stake YLMIA eliza mcfarland of north

veberweber stake YLMIA

Y L M 1 A

Y L M 1 A

welf are

ef f orts saf 11

r

planse
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although the minutes clearly show that they originally
intended to adopt camp fire girls many later sources suggest

that they wanted to establish the girl scouts when the

director arrived they discovered that she was trained in the

camp fire girl program and they reluctantly agreed to the

program on a trial basis 13 As their involvement in girl
scouting increased it appears that the story of their

11

support but by november the program was in ruins they had

intended to finance their program through the community

service similar to the united fund but the community

service had to be dissolved because of a lack of funds in

addition miss rieman refused to continue as director without

the support of community service and she submitted her

resignation the council was left without a knowledgeable

leader and with a debt of 166 for miss riemansPi salaryemanserans
which they paid fromfron their own undsfundsands 10

since the work had been interrupted by the departure of

miss rieman the council felt that a change in program could

be attempted mrs eccles reported that it is thought

advisable to discontinue the camp fire work as some of the

guardians and others who are interested object to the

ceremonials it has been decided to take up the scout work

for girls as it is more popular among the majority of the

girls 11 in addition the council recognized that they

would have to take on the responsibility to finance the work

themselves

whi ch p ai d f romron the i r f
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beginnings was innocently altered to assert their loyalty to

the girl scout movement

even though girl scouting was growing tremendously the

camp fire girls were still the largest girls organization in

the country A decade earlier the LDS church had briefly
adopted the camp fire girl program and after they abandoned

it because of its complexity they incorporated some of its
ideals into their own organization for young girls the

beehives 1114 the previous implied approval of the LDS church

may have influenced the councils initial choice

in addition by 1920 a controversy was brewing over the

name and activities of the girl scouts the boy scouts and

others including the camp fire girls strongly objected to

the girl scouts use of the name scouts since they felt it
implied the rugged attributes of boys and they also objected

to many of the activities of the girl scouts which were

outside the realm of domesticity 1 it is not known if these

women were aware of the controversy but the local boy scouts

were openly endorsing the camp fire program by sending one of

their executives to make the presentation

since the formal presentation on camp fire girls was

made at the first meeting it is evident that the decision

had already been made to support the camp fire girls in

addition to all of the community support they were probably

influenced by mrs falcks interest in her own church which

had organizedorgani azedsed camp fire camp the previous week by

15
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creating a council she would be serving the church of good

shephard as wellveilweliveli as the community 1

despite their original convictions the council

enthusiastically embraced girl scouting at the same meeting

at which they dissolved the camp fire girls and adopted the

girl scouts on november 1 1920 bertha eccles was elected
commissioner they also hired a new director and accepted a

proposed summer camp site on national forest land the

following month they launched an aggressive campaign to

obtain funding from the local businessmens clubs 17

since they had already experienced difficulties created
by the collapse of the community service the council was

aware that financing would be one of their biggest problems

fortunately their campaign to solicit help from local
businessmen succeeded and the kiwanis club pledged their
support in a fund drive however the week before the drive

was to begin they learned that the rotarians were sponsorincsponsoring

a drive for the boy scouts during the same period the girl
scout council and the kiwanis decided to abandon their plans

for the moment and the council applied for a loan of 1000

to finance the council through the summer the kiwanis fund

drive which was rescheduled in the fall brought in 2200

and 300 additional pledges the girl scout council was able

to pay off their loan from first security bank and they

finally had some funds with which to operate 1

the real heart of girl scouting rested in the girls
the camp fire camps apparently switched to girl scouting with

16

gi rar1

18

I
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no objection meetings and training for troop captains were

held in the fall of 1920 but it wasnt until 1921 that the

council was sponsoring activities for all the troops the

council negotiated with the school board for use of the

swimming pool three times a week for .1010 per girl they

also held their first camp on a site owned by the city with

equipment borrowed from many sources 1

As the end of their first real year of scouting

approached the director stressed to the council that they

should concentrate their efforts on three major goals 1 to

improve scouting 2 to increase the number of scouts and 3

to gain a thorough knowledge of scouting 20

by the fall of 1921 or the spring of 1922 the girl
scout movement had already traveled south to salt lake city
where several troops were organized perhaps recognizing the

same needs of young girls victimized by a failing economy andancianaanui

embodying the same spirit of social concern the girl scout

program was probably transplanted to salt lake city through

the social conectionsconvections of prominent salt lakers and ogden girl
scouts

in april of 1922 troop captains met at the hotel utah

to discuss forming a salt lake council they appointed a

committee to contact the YWCAYff toCA see if they would be

interfering with their programs and to investigate general

conditions they met again later that month to receive the

committeescommittee report everything seemed favorable and

temporary officers were elected to preside until the

19

f
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organizational meeting scheduled for may 5 1922 at the hotel

utah in may mrs C B stevens was elected commissioner

the girl scout council of salt lake city and county was

chosen as the official name and they organizedorgani theirzedsed first
activity by agreeing to send the troops to march in the

memorial day parade 21

provo logan and lone troops

within the decade girl scouting began spreading to

other communities although both ogden and salt lake formed

councilscounci scouts could also organizeorg asanizeanise lone troops lone

troops were especially popular in areas where there wasnt a

large enough population or enough community interest to

support a council besides the few troops which had been

operating in salt lake prior to the formation of a council

the earliest lone troops in the state were formed in carbon

county in 1927 and 1928 22

lone troops which were ormedformed in provo in 1928 and in

logan two years later inspired so much interest and growth

that they were each able to formforn a council by the early
1940s there were at least two active troops in logan in
1940 when the logan girl scout council was chartered with

eldora E mclaughlin as commissioner ten years later the

council voted to incorporate at which time they changed

their name to logancachelogan girlcache scout council

after supporting lone troops in provo for fourteen
years local leaders also decided to apply for application as

ls

f

f ormorn

23
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a council they were chartered in 1942 as the provo utah

local council of girl scouts later changing their name to

utah valley girl scout council in order to reflect their
growing influence throughout utah county 2124 the first
commissioner of the provo council was mrs robert bee 25

from 1942 on utah was served by council organizations

in each of the four largest cities and lone troops scattered
throughout the remainder of the state salt lake quickly

became the largest of the councils serving 3691 girls in

1959 that same year ogden followed close behind with 1985

girls utah valley was reaching 257 girls and logan brought

up the rear with a membership of only 133 girls 2

salt lake and ogden always had the advantage because

they had a larger population than any of the other councils

they were able to employ a professional staff provide

extensive training and services and they could build large
camps provo also owned their own camp but both provo and

logan suffered because they were so small 2

with council coverage of only a small portion of the

state lone troops were organized in many small communities

most of these troops were headed by an enthusiastic woman

and when she moved the troops would disband this happened

to the first park city troop which had been started in 1930

by mrs wallace cole lone troops were not reestablished
there until 1940 28

several troops were formed in carbon county and vernal

during the 1930s and the 1940s saw troops organized in magna

fi rst

26

27
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and moab two shortlivedshort troopslived were started in monticello

in 1950 brigham city troops first registered the following

year and throughout the rest of the decade troops were

established in dugway and richfield As utah girl scouts

were anticipating the consolidation of all councils and

troops in 1958 lone troops were organized in kanabcanab and

mexican hat and there was a lot of interest in scouting in

manila roosevelt blanding and bonanza among the last
troops to register as lone troops in utah were several from

cedar city including 125 girls who registered in 1959 29

many of these lone troops were included under the four

expanding councils large councils covering widevide

geographical areas were encouraged by the national council

as part of their plan to eventually cover all of the united
states with girl scout councils during the 1940s all of

the utah councils expanded to cover their counties and in

addition a few lone troops requested membership in
neighboring councils as did park city in 1948 during the

1950s the ogden council which was renamed vasatchffasatchwasatch council

expanded to cover box elder morgan and north davis

counties and salt lake took in tooelethoele summit part of

vasatchffasafcchVa andsatch south davis counties30counties

there

30

was perhaps no more successful lone troop than

the one started in moab in 1946 by doris S melich a

tireless civic worker in 1946 mrs melich had attended a

republican interstate womans conference in grand junction

colorado during the meeting a committee member reported on

wasatch
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a youth organization in boulder which had obtained funding

from the federated womens clubs before it was discovered

that they intended to teach communist principles many of

the women including mrs melich returned from that meeting

with a desire to establish appropriate activities for the

youth of their communities since mrs melich had been a

girl scout in her youth she began organizing a troop which

included her daughter she solicited the support of the

ladies literary club which agreed to sponsor the troop and

serve as a troop committee31committee

although

31

mrs melich had been a girl scout as a girl
she had no training as a leader and had no knowledge of how

to operate a troop she dealt directly with the national
organization and learned what she needed to know from the

girl scout handbook mrs melichsmelich1smelicksMelic enthusiasmhs was

contagious and by 1961 there were several active troops in
moab ranging from brownies to senior scouts32Scouts

one

32

of the most important factors in the success of

scouting in moab was the community support moab

particularly prior to the uranium boom was a small tight
knit community which gave scouting all its support As a

result the troops had the funding and help to run special
programs like a weeklongweek archeologylong camp in the desert and

a troop excursion to our cabana in cuernavaca mexico33Mexico

most

33

of the lone troops did not have the same success

as the troops in moab yet they all had much in common very

few of the leaders ever had any kind of training as girl
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scout leaders and they got very little direction from the

national organization although they did occasionally get

help from some of the councils it was never enough A cedar

city leader bemoaned the results of their lack of training on

their first day camp I1 have an idea we gave the girls craft
projects that were too hard for them as the leaders had to

do most of the work weveeeve ended up with some of the cutest

little leather purses that a group of leaders could make 3

lone troops experienced special problems when it came

to funding very few towns had a community chest to provide

financing and they were left to operate their own

fundraising drives this was especially difficult during the

depression in an effort to raise money to send some girls
to camp mrs J bracken lee a leader fromfron price had her

husband make a spinning wheel although they knew it was

against girl scout policy to hold raffles they were

desperate so they sold chances on the spinning wheel with

the money they made they were able to send ivefivelve girls to camp

that summer35summer

even

35

with four councils and several lone troops girl
scouts were reaching only a portion of the state the

national council began working toward coverage of the entire
nation in the midridnid l94os1940s the idea of incorporating all of

the state under one council was appealing particularly to

the lone troops and despite their size they were some of

the most enthusiastic supporters of council coverage

34

f romron

f
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council organization and operation

in order to understand the operation and aims of the

girl scouts we must first examine the council structure and

organization in 1919 the national organization of girl
scouts published the blue book which included all of the

rules requirements and regulations for properly operating a

council although each board had a great deal of freedom in

the operation of their councils they had to conform to the

program outlined in the official blue book3book36

each council was organized with between fifteen and

thirty members of the community and was presided over by a

commissioner deputy commissioners a treasurer and a

secretary the remainder of the council headed or staffed
numerous committees although the number and type of

committees changed according to need committees were often

used to supervise finances camping publicity membership

and education by the mid 1940s the salt lake council was

partitioned into districts and each district was represented

by a committee meeting once a month the committees

reported to the rest of the council and all transactions
were approved by the entire council3council37Councilcouncile

prominent

337

women and men of the community were elected to

the council for an indefinite term most of the council

members belonged to several organizations which gave them an

enviable network of contacts but which also caused

conflicts at one time the salt lake council considered

booke
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changing board meeting days to accommodate those involved in

other programs3programs

in

3

addition

8

to seeking out prominent community members

the council also tried to maintain some balance in religion
one of the first actions of the newly formed salt lake

council in 1922 was to approach leah widtsoeffidfcsoevidtWidt asoe prominent

LDS church worker and wife of the newly called apostle john

A widtsoeffidfcsoevidtWidt tosoe request her participation as a representative

of the LDS church although she declined the council was

still very careful about representation of religious

affiliations on the board the next year they placed a limit
of four council members from one denomination which remained

in force for two years in 1931 the salt lake council voted

to leave a vacancy on the council open until they could find
a jewish woman willing to fill the spot39

although the minutes of the ogden council do not show

the same preoccupation with the religious affiliation of

council members all councils fluctuated from a balance

between LDS and non LDS to twice as many non LDS members0members40members

in

040

a state where the majority of the population belonged to

the LDS church such a disparity reflected a negative attitude
toward girl scouting on the part of members of the LDS

church

although they made many attempts to assure religious

parity almost all council members represented the same

social and economic standing lists of members of each

council read like a whos who of their communities the

0 the r p ro grams
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even though the geographical diversity of the council

was increased with the move to districts the problem was not

solved since districts inevitably chose prominent community

members as their representatives the inequality of board

representation was eltfeltfeiteit in the extremely high turnover rate
of board members the councils recognized these problems

and in a research report in 19581959 the president of the

wasatchffasatch council wondered if we shouldnt concentrate more on

interesting people who have had scouting experience to

remain rather than be constantly seeking people with heavy

social commitments 2

in the early 1950s both veberweberveeber and salt lake and

probably provo and logan also with the encouragement of

national switched to an association form of government

under the new system districts were established and board

members were elected by the whole council rather than by the

board the councils were not only growing quickly they were

also expanding their borders and within a few years the

councils felt the need to switch to a neighborhood system

where each area had its own neighborhood association and was

represented on the board by the neighborhood chairman3

22

national council tried to combat the exclusive nature of

individual councils in the early 1940s by encouraging them

to formforn districts throughout the geographical area of the

council and to elect one representative from each district
to serve on the board1

f ormorn

f

42

chairman 433
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prior to the institution of neighborhood councils

leaders kept in contact with the board through leaders

associations or leaders clubs the leaders associations
served not only as an organization for communication but

also as a planning committee in addition the associations
provided a convenient forum for training both new and

continuing leaders
although

44

the council or board controlled the finances

and major programming for a council they had very little
contact with the scouts themselves in an attempt to remedy

the situation the salt lake council decided to have each

board member sponsor a troop and participate in the troops

activities5activities45activities their545 new involvement probably gave them a

better understanding of what the girls and leaders needed

it is obvious from the minutes of the councils that
there were many serious disagreements between board members

although they are always veiled it is noted that a member

resigned because of a complaint and a committee is sent to

try and persuade her to reconsider such incidents are

repeated over and over in the minutes but they were usually

handled quietly unfortunately disagreements and

dissatisfaction between members in the salt lake council in
1927 became so severe that rumors of intercouncilinter problems

threatened their funding the chairman of the community

chest discussed the situation with the council and warned

them that such rumors could significantly hamper their fund

drive46drive6drivedrivel 646

leaders44

council
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the board was also responsible for selecting and hiring

personnel to manage the programs despite their original
mistake in hiring a camp fire director the ogden council

always had an executive director and they later added a

secretary the salt lake council was unable to afford a

professional director during their first few years and they

relied on borrowing ogdens staff when needed by 1923 they

were trying to convince ogdens director to spend part of the

week in salt lake but it wasnt until 1925 that they had a

part time director the council really needed a full time

director and in 1926 the salt lake council hired olga

carlson as their first director later the same year they

also hired an office girl47girl7
despite the tremendous growth of the councils the

professional staff remained basically the same with the

addition of field directors unfortunately neither provo

nor logan were large enough or had enough support to finance
a professional staff all major work was done by volunteers
the only professional staff ever hired by either council was

a part time office worker hired by the utah valley council in
1955.4819558195548

although the local councils paid dues to national and

received occasional visits from regional and national
leaders including several visits from the president lou
henry hoover they had very little supervision in fact in
response to balloting for regional elections in 1926 the

girla
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salt lake officers sent a letter to national headquarters

stating that they didnt know what region they were in 9

it appears however that as time passed the national
organization began to assert more control regional

conferences were held in salt lake and ogden in the 1930s

trainers were sent to help train leaders and by the 1940s

the councils had national advisors who came in on a regular

basis50 in addition girl scouts in utah were taking a

bigger interest in national affairs mrs HJ plumhof and

mrs AH means from the salt lake council served on the

national board in the late 1930s and mrs means was elected

national president in 1941.51194151 the local leaders may have

been encouraged to foster good relations with the national
council by several of the executive directors who had

received national training

ehile contact with the national staff was limited there
was plenty of contact between councils ogden and salt lake

held many joint activities for the girls leaders and board

members during the first decade it was fairly common for
one council to borrow the other councils professional staff
to help with training or special projects this friendly
relationship was especially helpful for logan and provo who

were able to borrow professionals and participate in training
sessions of the larger councils in 1957 utah valley

ordered their cookies through salt lake to save on freight
costs52costs 52

in49

basis 50

nati onalonai
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by the 1940s the national council began to recognize

the problems associated with numerous small councils and lone

troops and they were encouraging warm relations between

councils in 1944 the national advisor for utah mary jane

littlefield called a meeting of all commissioners deputy

commissioners presidents and vice presidents of leaders
associations and council and district commissioners for the

state at that meeting they formed a statewide organization

for the mutual benefit and cooperation of the councils and

mrs RB porter was elected chairman although it is not

evident how much authority or influence this organization

held they apparently started off by sponsoring a workshop

the following september53September

As

53

each of the councils grew they found that they

needed permanent headquarters during the early years of

the ogden council they met at the eccles home but as their
needs increased they sought a permanent office from 1928 on

they moved back and forth between the kiesel building and the

eccles building in ogden responding to the same pressures

the salt lake council acquired rooms in the beason

building54building

nothot

54

only did the council headquarters provide a place

for the staff to work but they could also hold meetings

there and distribute materials one of the most important

features of the office was a resource library for leaders
supplying informations about badge work and the outdoors in

addition to the two main offices in ogden and salt lake
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provo was able to financeinancecnance a small office where they employed

a part time staff55

membership

any attempt to calculate the total number of girls
involved in scouting in utah between 1920 and 1960 is an

impossible task nothot only are the existing records

incomplete but many of the records are missing despite the

problems however a rough outline of membership for three of

the councils can be obtained

although an early newspaper article claimed that there
were 500 girl scouts in ogden the earliest record reveals an

approximated figure of 250 the official numbers from the

annual reports however show that there were only 184 scouts

in 1924 and that they experienced a fairly steady increase
through the rest of the decade but they had still not

reached 250 by 1929.56192956192956

statistics for the salt lake council during the same

period begin at slightly less than 300 girls in 1926 and

slowly increase to more than 700 in 1929 with a slight dip

in numbers in 1927571927.57

both councils continued to grow during the 1930s yet

they both showed several dips in membership while the ogden

council had 230 girl scouts in 1929 they had dropped to only

148 girls by 1933 after this significant setback they began

to grow again until 1936 when membership again dropped thevtheychev

f of f ice

staff 55

members
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seemed to recover in 1937 and by 1939 the council had

reached an all time high of 419 girls58
similar shifts in membership were also taking paicepalce in

the salt lake council during the decade while the salt lake

council experienced limited growth in 1931 they lost
approximately 50 girls in 1932 after a short recovery in

1933 the membership figures began a slow descent the

following year and dropped sharply in 1937 the 400 girls
registered in 1937 was half the all time high reached four

years earlier fortunately the council began a rapid
recovery and by 1940 they had set a new record with almost

1000 girls registered59registered
although

59

it is difficult to assign causes for such

shifts in membership it seems apparent that the councils
were heavily influenced by the effects of the depression

through the previous three decades utahs economic growth

had lagged behind and when the stock market crashed in 1929

utahs economy was seriously affected since participation
in girl scouting was an extra item in many budgets it
appears that many girls withdrew from scouting because of

economic factors girl scouting has always been heavily

affected by the economy in utah S

in addition the drop in membership may have been

presaged by the dissapprovaldiss ofapproval girl scouting which was

voiced in the early 1930s by the leaders of the LDS churchs
organization for girls the young ladies mutual improvement

association 1

girls 58

shif ts

60

61
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during the next two decades ogden salt lake and provo

all experienced tremendous growth of course some of the

figures will be larger than the actual growth since all
three councils were expanding and absorbing lone troops by

1947 ogden was serving 1100 girls salt lake had 2341

girls and provo had 241 girls a decrease of 7 from their
earliest record in 1943 although there are no membership

records available for salt lake after 1947 both ogden and

provo experienced severe unexplainable drops in membership

in 1948 and 1949 62

part of the rise in membership statistics during the

early 1940s may be related to world war 11II in january of

1941 the girl scouts had pledged their support to the war

effort and in turn they were endorsed by president franklin
D roosevelt participating in girl scouting became another
way for people to support the war effort by preserving

traditional ideals promoting patriotism and rendering

service to the community in addition support generated out

of the war may have also influenced the drop in numbers after
the war was over combined with families leaving ogden after
completing their service at hill air force base it seems

that a reduction in membership should be expected sas363

records for the early 1950s show that ogden regained its
strength and by 1954 had increased to 1286 from only 547 in

1950 the only numbers available for logan reveal a low 133

girls in 1959.1959 although there were probably hundreds of

girls who participated in lone troops throughout the state

1
1 100loo 2 341

f romron
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an accurate estimate of their numbers is impossible because

of the absence of records
concerns of the councils

although each council was a little bit different and

they each changed over the years many of their concerns

remained the same they were constantly worried about

reaching more girls and holding on to them throughout the

program they also had difficulty finding leaders and the

leaders they did have often left because of pregnancy lack

of support a need to go to work or feeling that they had

served long enough 5

the councils agonized over finding appropriate training

for leaders and of course they were particularly concerned

with their budgets one of their greatest concerns was the

suitability of their camping facilities and their
availability to girls 66

everything these councils did was centered around the

girls they were intent on providing a powerful and positive
experience for young girls which would help to make them

better citizens and individuals over the first four decades

of girl scouting in utah the councils and leaders were able

to reach thousands of girls with their programs

despite the successes of each of the councils it was

evident that there were serious problems inherent in the

small council lone troop system which they were using

large areas of the state were not reached at all and when

the national council began to promote their council coverage

65
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planpian appropriately nicknamed the grbengreen umbrella the four

utah councils buried their differences and participated with

very little dissent
the time had come to reach more girls and provide

greater services and true to their concern for the girls
the girl scouts of utah were willing to accept the tremendous

change which the next decade would bring to girl scouting

p 1 an app ropri at e ly ni ckname d 11 gre en umburb re 11 a f our
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CHAPTER 11II

THE UTAH GIRL SCOUT COUNCIL 196119851961

the

1985

strugglestru foreycleeycie council coverage

the girl scouts of the united states were preoccupied

with membership during the 1940s in 1943 they launched an

aggressive membership campaign entitled A million or more by

44144 a goal which they were able to meet however they

realized that with a network of small councils huge areas of

the nation mostly rural were being ignored after two

years of study the field committee approved a council
coverage plan which would blanket the entire nation with

girl scout councils 1

throughout the 1950s the national council pressured

local councils to consolidate their programs and expand to

cover large geographical areas the utah councils complied

by expanding their own boundaries but the real pressure did

not come until the late 1950s in 1957 the council advisor

ruth kenny traveled to each of the councils to introduce the

idea of council coverage and to survey the local members

apparently finding that there was support for the plan they

began by forming a investigative committee in october of

1958 2
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the development committee with a total of twenty voting

members was composed of delegates from each council

according to their size and several delegates who

represented areas where lone troops were organized they

were very careful to assure fair representation on the

committee3committeescommittee

under

3

the direction of the chairman evelyn hardy the

committee began a study of utahs population schools

financial potential and transportation problems they also

divided into two groups the first group was to study the

proposition of one statewide council and the second group

was to examine the possibility of establishing two councils 4

with two strong councils already in existence in the two

largest cities of the state it seemed that it would be

easier and more acceptable to form two councils one

headquartered in salt lake and covering the southern portion
of the state and the other covering the northern counties

headquartered at ogden the other two councils were so smallsrail
that the committee never considered forming more than two newnel
councils

in addition to the strength of the already existing
councils the committee also had to consider the rivalry
which existed particularyparfcicularyparticulars between salt lake and ogden

ogden was proud of being the first to start girl scouting in

utah and they garnered tremendous community support on the

other hand although salt lake had been a year late in

starting they quickly surpassed ogden in membership

tl ro

sm 111

11

uli
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another factor which had to be considered in making the

decision to create one or two councils was the amount of

property owned by each the utah valley council owned a

beautiful camp in provo canyon but nothing else both the

ogden and salt lake councils however owned camps or camp

buildings vehicles and a lot of equipment even if the

legal problems could be worked out in the change they still
had to worry about the feelings of long time girl scout

supporters who might be alienated if they lost their
council and became only a small part of a larger one

although the minutes of the local councils seem to show

that they were supportive of the development committee there

were probably many concerns apparently some question had

been raised about the LDS church adopting the program as a

result of consolidation leading dixie anderson to explain at

the second meeting that council coverage in the state of

utah was not the beginning of the incorporation of the girl
scout program into any one church program but that it was a

means of extending scouting to more girls by seeking support

of all religions and all people 5

by april of 1959 the development committee had formed

sub committiescommifctiescommittees to study possible structuring financing

services and necessary personnel As fall approached the

committee began making vital decisions and set a tentative
date of december to present a completed report to the

national council 6
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after several months of study the committee voted in

september to recommend that only one council be ormedformedforredorred in the

state they felt that two councils would not only double

administrative costs and efforts but that it would be

ridiculous to have councils headquartered in cities which

were only forty miles apart in addition they eltfeltfeiteit that one

council would be able to provide more services and could

devote more funds and staff to developing neighborhoods7neighborhoods

once

7

they determined how many councils would be

established the committee was able to make specific plans

the following month they voted to recommend that the new

council boundaries be the same as those of the state of utah

with the exception of the southwest corner which was already

being served by a new mexico council as part of the navajo

indian reservation in addition they also voted to serve

the northern portion of arizona between the state borders

and the horth rim of the grand canyon because of the obvious

transportation problems which that section of the state would

present for an arizona council 8

within the next two months the committee was ready to

recommend that the new council be named the utah girl scout

council and that it be divided into seven districts and

thirty nine neighborhoods the entire council would meet

once a year and be governed by a board which would meet

quarterly they anticipated that their funding would come

from the united funds and from individual membership drives9drives 9

f

f
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in addition they were already anticipating the

tremendous problems involved in dissolving four councils and

creating a new one to avoid any problems with personnel who

were already employed by one of the councils they planned to

require that everyone resign her position however they

intended to encourage present employees to apply for the new

positions along with any other applicants 10

despite all the problems associated with such an

important move the biggest challenge the development

committee faced was that of convincing girl scout supporters

throughout the state that the time for a consolidation of

councils had come it was not an easy task but the

committee worked diligently to overcome any objections they

issued several brochures and progress reports to those

involved with scouting and to other interested groups

perhaps their most effective tactic was going to each

community to talk with the people involved not only did

representatives visit with various groups regular committee

meetings were held in salt lake ogden logan provo and

moab so the local members could participate 11

the committees final report was finished by december

and it was submitted to the national council for approval

the following february they received their license to

organize into one council and the development committee was

transformed from an advisory position to an active one the

delegates from each council were given authority to act on

behalf of their council and the committee assessed each
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council or area a fee to cover operating expenses according

to their percentage of girl scouts 12

it was at this point that the committee experienced the

most concentrated opposition when representatives visited
councils and lone troop communities the previous fall they

found people anxious to have access to training and help yet

they were unanimously councerned about financing for such a

large council the only real opposition however had come

fromjerom the wasatch council which felt like it was being split
and that it would lose a great deal in the change

the headquarters would obviously be located in salt lake

city forty miles to the south and the opportunities for
ogden members to participate on boards and committees and

gain access to officials would be dramatically decreased

ogden scouts also felt that they would loose control of the

ampcampcarp which so many had worked so diligently to build they

had a wonderful successful program which many felt was

being wrenched out of their hands

although it would seem that members of the salt lake

councilclounciluncil would have been concerned about the same issues
opposition in salt lake city was actually fairly mild

indeed it probably appeared to many that the salt lake

council was going to expand to absorb the others which is
what finally happened in a legal sense

despite the concerns and bitterness expressed there was

no attempt to block the development committee until they

asked for money on which to operate when the delegate from

f ee
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the salt lake council asked for permission to act on behalf

of the council gladys V isakson a member of the board

argued that there was a conflict of interest for the board to

authorize a committee dedicated to dissolving the council

when they had not voted to dissolve although there was no

tally of the votes her arguments were apparently dismissed

and the board granted its authorization lit14lik

mrs isakson was incensed that she would be ignored and

later in the month she wrote a letter of complaint to the

regional chairman mrs vesleywesleyeesley cadwallader she felt that
the girlgrirlgairl scouts in utah were being railroaded into accepting

a single council As evidence she included a copy of a

brochure prepared by the development committee which is
characterized by the prejudicial error of ommissionmissionimmissionom and by a

studied attempt to confuse the reader 15

according to mrs isakson the council coverage plan

could be implemented by several councils rather than one and

the concerns which she voiced were felt by others in

conclusion mrs isakson wrote

I1 bring up this subject becauseibecause I1 sense that our
good will now as always is in precarious balance
and that if we plunge headlong into a single
council program circumventing discussion and
without a valid understanding as to the desire of
the majority of members of this council and
perhaps other councils we could smash that hard
earned good will as surely as we could a goblet on
the hearth and perhaps sweep away with itfragments of community support the latter is
vital in this instance because under any plan
salt lake city and ogden would be forced to carry
the heaviest part of the financing today both
salt lake and ogden councils are supported by their
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united funds these organizations are unwilling to
assist groups outside their own territories 1

despite mrs isaksons arguments that money was her major

concern the councicouncils had already learned by experience that

there were ways to circumvent the strict regulations of the

united fund when they had expanded theitheirthel territories during

the previous decade they had encountered the same problem

which was solved by taking allotments from the united fund on

a percentage basis and holding separate fund drives in areas

not covered by united fund activities
perhaps mrs isaksons objections were actually rooted

in a desire to preserve the traditions of the past and a fear
of the new nevertheless many of the points she raised
would eventually have to be faced by the development

committee

one of mrs isaksons concerns involved the assessment

of the salt lake council of 2500 to support the committee

up to this point much of the funds on which the development

committee operated had come out of the delegates pockets

included with the license from the national council the

committee was authorized to assess each area part of their
operating budget yet they could not force them to pay the

finance committee of the salt lake council refused to provide

any funds in order to circumvent the problem the council
president and a member of the development committee lola T

larson assigned one of the council secretaries to handle all
of the committees secretarial work when the finance

16
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ommitteecommittee objected mrs larson informed them that its
your job to make the budget and arrange the finances its
my job to see how the staff spends their time 17

the development committee continued their work despite

the small undercurrents of opposition they began planning

training sessions searching for an executive director and

once they had decided to locate the headquarters in salt lake

county they began looking for a place to establish council

offices 18
8

perhaps the biggest problem the committee faced was the

legal work involved in combining four corporations althoughthough
the national council advised that all existing councils be

dissolved and a new council created the committees legal

counsel maurice richards eltfeltfeiteit that under utah lawlav it would

be better to merge all of the existing councils into the salt
lake council which owned the most property and then amend

the articles of incorporation according to mrs larson it
took a very thorough job of explaining to each of the

existing councils that they were not going to be swallowed up

by the salt lake council

another legal problem which the committee encountered

was that the logancachelogan bylawscache stated that their annual

meeting would be held in the logan public library but they

hadnt met there for many years As a result every measure

they had approved at annual meetings during the intervening
years was illegal and the board had to go to the library and

repass everything to make it legal 20

al

f
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while the development committee was trying to iron out

all the problems associated with the unification the

councils seemed to be in limbo they continued their daily

work yet any major changes had to be reviewed with the

understanding that they would no longer exist within a years
time As a result when the salt lake council needed to fill
the vacancy of a district director or find new quarters for

their offices they appealed to the development committee for
help so whatever they did would be acceptable to the new

council in fact the new salt lake headquarters was chosen

with the intention that it would serve the utah council 21

As 1960 came to a close the new councils executive

director marie thompson a woman without any previous girl
scout experience but with an extensive background in youth

programs and administration was hired to help smooth out the

transition perhaps they felt that in order to avoid further
problems between factions it was best to bring in a complete

outsider to avoid any preconceived notions or biases with

the director in place the committee then approached each of

the existing councils for final approval 22

the development committee had succeeded with their
awesome task of organizing a statewide council despite the

opposition and problems which they faced however they did

sustain some losses in the process they had a difficult
time convincing the united funds to continue to support them

even though they serve areas outside of the united funds

jurisdictions and the relationship with the funds remained

f or
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rocky until the utah council finally withdrew from fund

support in 1985 23

perhaps the most troubling of all was the loss of

support for girl scouting in some of the local areas the

cause of girl scouting became more impersonal when it became

a statewide concern and there is no doubt that some

bitterness remained over the move one long time ogden girl
scout felt that although the change was necessary the

council sacrificed some of the tremendous support for girl
scouting which ogden had always generated 2

the organization of the utah girl scout council

the utah girl scout council which first met on january

5 1961 at the prudential federal building in salt lake city
was governed by a board of directors of 183018 members30 chosen

from various geographic religious racial social and

economic areas and groups in the state 25 the council wastiras

divided into seven districts each of which was represented
on the board by a district chairman in addition all
committee chairmen officers and a few members at large

served on the board 2

the make up of the board of directors has remained the

same with the exception of the district chairman who were

recentlycentlybently 1985 removed from the board to comply with the new

corporate management plans being promoted by the national

24
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council under this new program it appears that the

committee chairmen will also be removed from the board 27

they are taking the final steps in a long move toward

making the board of directors an advisory board composed of

prominent community leaders from the utah councils
inception the board minutes show that more and more of the

detailed work was being done by committees and that the board

was filling an advisory role rather than a managerial role

the board of directors under the corporate management system

will mirror an advisory council proposed early in the

councils history to help promote girl scouting by

presenting financial and other needs to the community 2

in addition to the board of directors the council is
presided over by a president elected to a three originally
two year term the president is assisted by three vice

presidents originally two who work with the committees

volunteers in the field and community relations 29

all governing officials of the utah council are elected
on a single slate provided by the nominating committee at

the annual meeting in november although anyone may attend
only the delegates sent from each neighborhood may vote30

in addition to the volunteer personnel who staff the

board committees districts and neighborhoods the utah

girl scout council employs a large professional staff
starting out with six field staff a district director camp

staff and clerical workers all under the direction of the

executive director the council has grown to support 25 staff

n 28
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members who handle all the recordkeepingrecord programmingkeeping and

services provided by the council31Council

although

31

the board of directors has proceeded

cautiously the utah council began to adopt the corporate

management plan in 1985 vithwith many councils operating on

million dollar budgets they can no longer operate like small

businesses As a result the program calls for an advisory

board of directors and an executive operating team under the

direction of the council executive director to oversee

operating units in charge of management adult services and

girl services it appears that within the next few years the

utah girl scout council will be operating under this
system32system

after

32

the unification of councils in utah it was easier
for the national organization to monitor the council and to

provide services every three years all councils must

undergo a rigorous self evaluation to renew their charters
if a council does not meet the minimum requirements their
charter can be revoked in addition rather than having only

one council advisor there are numerous advisors some of

whom specialize in areas like financing or campsite

development33development

since

33

the council boundaries were first established they

have experienced several revisions in 1963 the white pine

council and the eikoelko council from nevada requested permission

to join the utah girl scout council since transportation
patterns favored salt lake city both councils felt that they
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could best be served by joining the utah council rather than

either of the nevada councils they remained part of thethelthea

council until elkoeikoeiho withdrew in 1975 to join the sierra nevada

council in reno and ten years later in 1985 ely was

transferred to the frontier council in las vegas34vegas3vegassVegasgegas

utah

334

council buildingBuild constructionlneinzine
when the utah girl scout council was first formed they

took over the offices of the salt lake council which were

located in a warehouse on the west side of town and they

established branch offices in ogden and provo35Provo

in

35

1965 the board of directors recognized that the

council needed room for training1 storage and meetings and

they began searching for new offices when their efforts
proved fruitless they began to dream of owning their own

building36building

during

36

the next year they considered several optionsoption
they tried to find a donor with a suitable piece of land and

they dealt with many companies who offered to lease them a

building constructed according to council specifications
however they had very little luck and there was no

appropriate land available in salt lake city which was

already zoned for commercial use37
they were finally able to find a piecpieceplec of land on the

citycountycity bordercounty overlooking the salt lake country club at

2386 east and 27602760 south which was zoned for residential
use the council lawyers convinced the city council to amend

43
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the zoning ordinance to allow the girl scouts to build on

that land this particular piece of property was especially

desirable since it has almost direct access to the freeway

system38system

after

38

the land was purchased the council was able to

devote most of their time with the help of the architect
vesleywesleyeesley budd to designing an appropriate building the

building was completed in june of 1967 and they furnished

the building through donations from council members and a

special gold strike stamp drive which brought in thousands of

stamp booklets which were then used to purchase furnishings

for the lounge39lounge

although

39

all of the funds for the furnishings were

donated the building itself which cost a total of 145889

was paid for in cash when the councils were consolidated in
1961 the savings accounts of each council had been combined

and invested wisely and part of those funds were used to

construct their new headquarters when the new offices were

dedicated on august 5 196719673 the only fund raising drive for
the building had been among the girls to erect a flagpole40flagpole0flagpolesflagpole

the

040

council building has served the council well over

the last eighteen years especially after a last minute

decision to add a basement with only minor rearranging they

have been able to add offices and two garages have been

built for storage unfortunately the council is currently
feeling a little cramped and within the next few years there
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may be a need to increase their space by constructing

additions or a new building

membership

in the fall of 1961 just after the utah girl scout

council was formed there were 7334 girls involved in

scouting throughout the state in addition the council

operated 18 day camps serving a total of 2069 girls and 899

girls had participated in their three established camps

during the summer1summer41summersurmersummerg

although

141

figures are not available for the entire decade

the minutes record a sharp decline in registration in 1977

the final membership records for that year show only 6457
registered girls in addition the decrease wasvas national as

wellveilweli as local the change was attributed to an increase in
the number of youth organizations and a recent 4 H campaign

but the real reasons are unknown2unknown42unknownunknowns

despite

242

the drop in membership they quickly recovered

and by the end of 1978 total membership had reached 10592

girls and adults after 1978 there was a slow leveling off

of membership which has just recently beggibegunbegui to climb again

in may of 1985 there were 10418 girls and 2945 adults
registered in the council3council43Councilcouncile

despite

343

the positive looking numbers the utah council

is only serving approximately 4804.8048ox of the eligilbleeligil girlsble in

the state and projections for the rest of the decade show

that percentage dropping the causes for the low percentages

membersh
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are probably most affected by the availabiltyavailability of leaders

vithwithgith many women entering the workforce it is difficult to

find leaders this increases the problems the girl scouts

have always had in utah in relation to getting LDS women to

serve as leadersuleaders44leadersleader

in

su
addition the range of activities for young girls has

constantly increased and rather than turning to girl scouts

manyrany find outlets in sports leagues dance extracurricular
school activities and religious organizations althoughthough the

girl scouts have always had to compete with other

organizations geneva swartz the recently retired executive

director feels that it has been harder to get and keep girls
in the program during the past decade5decade45decadedecades

the

545

councils top priorities from the early days to the

present have always been to reach more girls and recruit
more leaders As the number of children increases and as

more women return to the work force council membership

statistics are going to continue to cause great concern

coming full circle
there is perhaps no greater indication that an

organization has succeeded and endured than efforts to mark

and write their own history the utah girl scout council

took such a step when they chartered and accepted an

endowment in 1982 for a heritage museum to tell the story of

girlirl scouting although they have not yet discovered the

best location for their center they have been actively

al

G
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collecting uniforms pins badges and handbooks they

intend the museum to be a place where girls may actually do

historic badgeworkbadge andwork participate in programs as wellveilweliweilveli as a

shrine to their past

despite all of the changes which girlgiri scouting has

experienced during the last twentyfivetwenty yearsfive their concerns

have remained the same recruiting and keeping girls so they

may receive the full benefits of the program finding good

leaders and retaining them involving and informing the

community and finding adequate funding to execute their
programs actually in the final analysis the goals and

concerns are the same as those facing bertha eccles and

lilliebelleLilli faickfalckebelle in 1921 while the forms have changed the

spirit of girl scouting has endured

c 0 11 e c t ing uni f 0 rmsrrs p ins b adge s
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CHAPTER III111ililii

COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND FINANCES

girl scoutinscouting and the community

of major concern to the girl scouts wherever they are

organized is their image and relations with the community

not only do they draw on the surrounding community for all of

their financial support they also look to businesses clubs

schools and government agencies for support in a widevide

variety of areas

the work associated with opening the first girl scout

camp in the south fork of ogden canyon in the summer of 1921

serves as a prime example of the importance of community

support in the success of a girl scout program not only did

the ogden council receive donations from the kiwanisKi thewanisvanis
rotary club the exchange club the child culture club the

historical club the ladies literary club the acacia the

lincoln circle the UCT auxiliary the railroad mail

auxiliary the reed dancing school and numerous individuals
but they also received tremendous contributions in materials
and time

in addition to having received permission to use the

campsite from the city commissioners the sheriff offered a

confiscated tent and county trucks provided transportation

9
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A similar offer of transportation had come from the

amalgamated sugar company which the eccles were involved

with and in emergencies charles or ed smit responded with

their milk truck

although the girls provided their own bedding and eating

utensils the camp was completed with the loan of tables and

cooking equipment by the local red cross the campsite had

been prepared by volunteer labor when they needed a bridge

over the river the kiwanis began the work and the county

finished it 1

without such tremendous help from the community it is
likely that camp would have never been held that first
summer although the need for similar assistance has

decreased as the girl scouts have expanded their financial
resources they still rely heavily on the support of local
groups and individuals

groups which have been especially helpful include the

elks kiwanis and exchange club in salt lake city the

council was supported by the town club who since the early

1920s has held an annual tea to raise money to provide

campershipscamper toships send girls to camp after the unification of

councils the silver tea continued but since 1961 it has

benefittedbene girlsfitted throughout the state 2

numerous businesses and government agencies have also

aided the girl scout movement in utah utah power and light
provided cooking classes for troops in ogden in the 1930s
and at the same time the singer sewing machine co helped
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many girls make their own uniforms in the same vein when

the girl scout troops in the company towns of magna and

garfield started a little house a place for troop meetings

kennecott copper corporation provided most of the

maintenancemaintenance3maintenances

of course the longest and strongest relationship with

local businesses involved the sale of girl scout equipment

the councils did not sell uniforms and other endorsed items

but they did designate a local store to carry them since

the stores provided shelf space and handling for girl scout

items and also made a profit the arrangement was mutually

agreeable from the beginning the paris auerbachsAuer

2cmi
bachs

and penneyspenney have each been the local distributors
at different times

probably because of encouragement by joseph G falckfaickfalohfaich
husband of lilliebelleLilli falckfaickebelle and an auditor in the

intermountain regional office of the forest service the girl
scouts have had extensive dealings with the forest service

several camps including red cliffe have been on or adjacent

to national forest land and the girl scouts have regularly

called on the forest service for expertise and equipment5equipmentequipments

another government agency with which the girl scouts

dealt was the public school system the ogden council had

petitioned for use of school property in 1921 and that
relationship has also continued many troops are made up of

girls from one school and the girl scouts have sought

facilities for troop meetings and special events relations

3
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with public education officials have been genial

unfortunately as fewerfever funds have become available for

public education principals are reluctant to permit outside

use of their buildings because of the extra costs incurred
As a result more troops are meeting in homes and they are

out of necessity smaller troops 6

although the girl scouts are often seen as a companion

organization to the boy scouts they have very little
association with each other however there has always been

a strong spirit of cooperation between the two groups in

utah camps were shared equipment was borrowed and there
were occasional joint activities As recently as 1974

representatives of the utah girl scout council met with local
boy scout leaders to discuss ways they could share

activities7activities
As

7

part of their public relations campaign the girl
scouts have always sought membership in area club

associations during the early years of scouting in utah

both the ogden and salt lake councils joined the federated
clubs and other organizations such as the womens state
legislative committee belonging to these associations was a

powerful public relations tool for the girl scouts and they

were able to make many profitable contacts one former

president wore her uniform wherever she went as a girl scout

representative to help bolster the image of girl scouting 8

in addition to reinforcing their public image with a

constant but subtle presence in society the girl scouts
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have always conducted aggressive publicity campaigns during

the first fewf decadesew councils were able to obtain extensive

newspaper coverage the odeenodgenadeen standard examiner gave several

columns weekly to the girl scouts to use with each troop and

the council reporting A similar arrangement was made in

salt lake in 1931 after the salt lake tribune chastizedchastised the

local councils publicity efforts and offered 1500 words a

week for girl scout news9

one of the most popular publicity mediums was radio

both the ogden and salt lake councils hosted short radio
programs on a regular basis during the late 1930s and early

1940s the programs hosted by different troops each month

included essays singing and short stories the salt lake
programs were so popular that they were occasionally repeated

on other stations and they garnered an award from the

national council in 1940 10

in addition councils used speakers window displays

and community service opportunities to promote a positive
image of girl scouting during the last twenty years they

have also used public service announcements on television on

occasion publicity within the councils was usually

circulated through local newsletters which have continued as

the trooper in the statewide council 11

relations with the LDS church

the most perplexing problem which the girl scouts have

faced in their publicity campaign has been one which is

f
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unique to utah the assumed disapproval of girl scouting by

the LDS church despite recent cordiality relations between

the two organizations have always been tenuous at best and

they were serious enough in 1947 for the president of the

ogden council to write in her annual report an

understanding of our ideals and achievements by womens

clubs civic organizations and other clubs and by the LDS

church here is our greatest need 12

around 1910 the LDS church began to experiment with

attempts to incorporate scouting into their program for young

men and although they adopted a portion of the program which

they called MIA scouts they did not officially affiliate
with the boy scouts of america until 1913 even though the

church adopted the scouting program for young men there were

still many who held reservations about the program and feared

that activities would supercede spirituality 13

inspired by the young mens attempt to broaden the scope

of their programming the young ladies MIA mutual

improvement association began a study of the girl guides in
england and the campgampgarpcarp fire girls and adopted the camp fire
program for the summer of 1913 1 at the time the girl
scouts were still a small movement scattered in the east and

it does not appear that the general board of the young ladies
were aware of their work

after using the camp fire program for almost a year it
was abandoned because of its complexity at the suggestion of

charlotte stewart a member of a local young ladies board

14
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however the church with the blessing of luther gulick

president of the camp fire girls integrated many facets of

the campgampgarpcarp fire program into a new organization of their own

the beehivesbee 1hives

when girl scouting was finally organized in utah in

1921 they were competing with a similar program which had

the strenchstrengh of experience and church approval thoughalthough the

ogden council was founded by several prominent LDS women

including bertha eccles when the salt lake council

approached leah widtsoeffidtsoe the following year requesting her
support she declined saying that she personally was not

willing to take up any work in opposition to beehive work 1

the attitude that girl scouting conflicts with the churchs
programmingprogramingpro hasgraming remained a prevalent conception

during the 1930s the young ladies general board

under the leadership of the presidency of ruth may fox lucy
grant cannon and clarissa A beesley voiced their views

for the first time when they instructed young ladies leaders
concerning girl scouting 1 the fee is too high for our

girls to pay 2 the program is inadequate for our girls
inasmuch as the religious phase incorporating LDS doctrines
are lacking in the scout program and ideals are

different 1 their attitude toward girl scouting probably

reflected suspicions about the propriety of such secular

activities within the church organization as embodied in the

boy scout program

15
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despite the vocal opposition of the general board just
four years later the LDS church made the largest donation

750.0075000 to the salt lake girl scout council to help build a

new camp above park city the implied approval of such an

action was bolstered when the church president heber J grant

also made a private donation to the fund 1 indeed it seems

that the history of relations between the LDS church and the

girl scouts have been characterized by similar mixed signals

of implied approval or with the exception of the young

ladies board statement in 1932 assumed disapproval

it is a common belief among many girl scouts and LDS

church members that the LDS church has made several attempts

to adopt the girl scout program but that they have been

rebuffed however besides the early investigation of the

girl guides in 1912 there is no evidence that the LDS church

has approached girl scouting with such a proposal 1

such rumors are fueled by the seeming disparity of the

wholehearted LDS acceptance of boy scouting and the apparent

ambivalence toward girl scouting some LDS girl scouts

strongly favor an alliance between the two organizations

while many non LDS girl scouts fear the possibility of being

controlled by the church however there is very little
chance that such a union is possible the girl scouts are

committed to a nonsectariannon policysectarian and their sponsorship

program is not conducive to a wholesale adoption any church

may sponsor a troop by providing a leader and a meeting

place while the troop reciprocates with token service to

18
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the church the policy of the LDS church over the last
several decades regarding troop sponsorship has been to leave

the matter to the discretion of individual bishops 20

during the last thirty years the LDS church heirarchyheir
have

archy

offered quiet support for girl scouting several
meetings with LDS officials particularly mark E petersen of

the quorum of twelve apostles have shown that girl scouting

was respected and encouraged 21

unfortunately many people interpret the lack of overt

church endorsement as disapproval such an attitude was

demonstrated in the mid sixties when the utah council

president sought help from the city recorders office and was

flippantly told oh I1 shouldnt be helping you my wife is
the head of MIA 22 on other occasions bishops have halted
womens attempts to be leaders by giving them extra duties in

church organizations 2

this ambiguous relationship between the two

organizations has created many problems for the girl scouts

in utah although there are no statistics on the religious

affiliation of girls there is no doubt that negative

attitudes have affected growth throughout the state
however many girl scouts see a subtle change in attitude
toward a fuller acceptance of girl scouting 2

serving minorities

relations with minorities in utah have never created
large problems for the girl scouts yet because of the many

23
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different types of programs available they must make a

concerted effort to appeal to minority youths and potential

leaders As a national organization the girl scouts have

never discriminated on racial ethnic or religious grounds

during the first fewf decadesew the national council endorsed a

policy of accepting all girls but encouraging segregation of

troops

much the same posture supporting segregation was taken

in utah ogden which had a large black population had

several troops of black girls during the 1930s and set aside

special weeks at camp for black girls in addition ogden

also had a very popular japanese troop and the board minutes

show that they made a special effort to contact black and

japanese churches to encourage girl scouting 2

there is no evidence that the salt lake council had any

black troops during the 1920s however they apparently

considered the possibility since the question was discussed

in a council meeting in 1926 by the late 1930s there were

apparently several black girls who were active in scouting in

salt lake city 26

in 1940 the salt lake council experienced their first
clash with racial discrimination which resulted in
embarassmentembarrassment for the council rather than a serious problem

during the summer campershipscamper wereships awarded to many girls
throughout the council to finance their stay at camp cloud

rim when two of the recipients arrived to register camp

personnel were shocked to discover that they were black it

f
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was feared that the girls would be hurt and that their
presence in camp might not make for happiness so they were

offered but refused campershipscamper inships a camp for colored girls
at ogden 2

the unfortunate situation drew the attention of a

national visitor and the council was advised to formulate a

written policy to avoid any similar problems As a result a

committee under the direction of mrs alan H means a local
and national board member investigated the issue after
interviewing many local agencies the committee recommended

that black girls be allowed to join any troop as long as they

were accepted by the other girls and leaders and that one

week of camp be designated as a week when girls of any race

will be accepted as campers 2

during the previous board meeting members discussed the

problems which would arise if the japanese chinese and

mexicans were treated as the term racial warranted and also

excluded from gularregularguiarrec camps and troops while there were

thousands of minorities in salt lake city there were only

about 150 black girls who fell within the age range for girl
scouts in the past discriminating against blacks was

relatively easy because of the small numbers involved but

when all racial groups were considered they realized that
they must evaluatereevaluatere previous policies 29

it is not known when the local councils eliminated all
official discriminatory practices but they appear to have

been dropped prior to 1950 records for the remainder of the

f or
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1940s and early 1950s reveal an effort to recruit minorities
as girls and leaders3

of course since the civil rights movement of the

sixties the girl scouts have responded to affirmative action
and other checks to insure fairness As a united way agency

the utah girl scout council has been scrutinized to assure

that all girls are accepted in troops the council makes a

special effort to interest minorities in scouting and

especially to interest minority women in becoming leaders
past policies have been forgotten and as one ardent girl
scout put it it wouldnt be girl scouting unless you served

all races 31

financingfimanci
there is no aspect of girl scouting which is more

dependant on good community relations nor more vital to a

council than financing with the exception of an occasional
grant for a special project the girl scouts in utah have

operated solely on funds from the community through the

united way fundraising projects donations and a collection
of fees for services

for most of the girl scouts history in utah their
primary source of funding has come from a community support

agency such as the united veaywayevayvay which is ironic since the girl
scouts were originally created because of the failure of the

ogden community service in addition their relationship

leaders 303
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with the local agencies has echoed the same spirit of

difficulties encountered sixtyfivesixty yearsfive ago

in communities where the community chest later the

united way was organized the girl scouts have usually been

accepted as member agencies As small councils the assurance

of a guaranteed annual income was welcome and board members

gladly relinquished some of their freedom to attain
membership32membership

since

32

the community chest funds were carefully

administered the councils had to meet minimum standards

independent fundraising was not usually tolerated but the

girl scouts were allowed to raise money which was targeted

for specific areas such as campershipscamper orships camp improvements

in addition when the councils expanded to cover geographic

areas larger than the community chest did they were required

to raise a proportionate amount from the uncovered areas 33

throughout their involvement with the community chests

the girl scouts experienced grave problems when the chest outcutoub

budgets or denied requests at the last minute such

occurencesoccurrences were common and on these occasions the councils

had to quickly adjust their budgets while they were

grateful for the funding they also felt like they were at

the mercy of a sometimes miserly benefactor3benefactor34benefactorbenefactory

their relationship became particularly problematic when

the statewide council was formed and the united ways were

faced with supporting a single organization which was

servicing large areas not covered by any united way drives

areas33

ng
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the situation was rectified when the salt lake and ogden

united funds agreed to allocate funds based on the percentage

of scouts in fund areas35areas

although

35

the new utah council was able to preserve their
association with the united fund the fund was bothered by

large capital reserves which the council had stashed away to

finance major projects and the increasing success of their
outside fundraising activities in addition the united fund

began allocating larger portions of their resources to the

smaller organizations which lacked other means of support3support36supportssupport

the

336

utah council board of directors considered

withdrawing from the fund several times since 1980 and

finally took the necessary steps on may 16 1985 by this
time they were operating primarily on their own funds and

by dropping their association with the united vaywayevayveay they could

launch an aggressive fundraising campaign which they had

been prohibited from doing as a member of the fund37fund3

besides the united way the major funding for the girl
scouts in utah has come through their own fundraising

efforts over the years they have held breakfasts and

benefit shows and sold calandarscalendarscal nutsandars and cookies cookie

sales quickly became both the most popular and profitable
means of raising funds and within the last twenty years have

grown to provide a major source of income for the council3council38Councilcouncile

although

338

cookies had been sold by various troops around

the country and by the salt lake council in 1928 the first
nationally endorsed cookie sale was not held until 1936 the

funda
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salt lake council began holding cookie sales shortly

thereafter and the other councils followed their lead in the

1940s cookies were ordered and when they arrived they were

sold door to door and in shopping malls unfortunately they

occasionally miscalculated the number of boxes they could

sell and a distraught cookie chairman was left with a garage

full of cookies which she had to return to the manufacturer

this problem was remedied when they switched to preorderpre

sales

order

in the 1950s39

until recently cookies sales have been climbing

steadily for example a profit of 136937.5513693755 in 1974 was

almost quadrupled eight years later when 1982 sales averaged

169 boxes per girl and brought in a total profit of

487610 unaffected by foreign contamination incidents
experienced in other councils in the late 1970s the utah

council sells more boxes per sales girl than any other

council in the nation

other

40

income comes from the generosity of donors who

contribute to the annual sustaining membership drive and

from the nominal fees charged for camping and special

activities although none of these sources is significant
management of council resources by extremely cautious and

frugal volunteers has created substantial reserve funds 1

despite their seeming success in financial matters as

the council has grown and the economy weakened a larger and

larger share of income has had to be used for operating
expenses money garnered from cookie sales could no longer

nation40
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be targeted solely for camps and since their withdrawwithvith 1 fdrawl fromromror

the united way the utah girl scout council has had to search

for new sources of revenue

when they severed their relationship with the united
way they intended to launch an agressivb capital campaign in

the spring of 1986 under the direction of the fund

development committee however a bitter disagreement arose

between the board of directors and the committee over

duplication of services and council liability involved in

engaging a consulting firm to direct the fundraising

efforts42efforts
until

42

the capital campaign is inallyfinallyanally launched later in

1986 the council will be forced to meet a million dollar
budget on cookie sales approximately 400000 camping

fees unsolicited donations and investment returns the

dire financial situation which the utah council is currently
facing may be the ultimate test of girl scoutings place in

utah and the value of their community relations
despite the image problems which the girl scouts in utah

have encountered with the LDS church they have still been

able to promote their program with substantial success

while they may not reach as many girls as they would like
they have built a strong basis of community support which in

turn provides the financial backing which they need to

continue their program

f or
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CHAPTER IV

programmingprograming AND CAMPING

keeping UP vithwith the world changes in programmingprogramingpro5raminPro

beyond

9graming

the machinations of the councils and the internal
politics the real heart of girl scouting lies in the girls
and the programmingprogramingpro offeredgraming indeed there is no better area

in which to examine the fulfillment of the ideals of girl
scouting and to observe how the movement remained

progressive in responding to the changing needs of the girls
whom it served

the basic focus of girl scout programmingprogramingpro hasgraming always come

from the national council but each local council is allowed

the freedom to interpret the outlines to fit the needs of

their girls
in the beginning the program was intended to suit girls

between the ages of 10 and 16 but they soon discovered that
older and younger girls also wanted to join the girl scouts

after some experimenting girls between the ages of 7 and 10

were allowed to become brownies a program created for them

in the early 1920s and age limits were expanded for older

girls the organization remained essentially the same until
a major study was commenced by volunteer and professional
girl scouts scientists and educators in 1935 three years

later following the recommendations of the committee the

PRO GRAMGRAMINGI1 NG CAMP I1 NG
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girl scout program was revised and three age groups were

established ages 7 to 9 remained brownies ages 10 to 13

were called intermediate scouts and ages 14 to 17 were

named senior scouts 1

the basic program of the girl scouts remained unchanged

for over thirty years until 1963 the same year in which the

council coverage plan was finally realized throughout the

country when the program for girls was dramatically

redesigned the new designations of brownies juniors

cadettescadefctesCad andettes seniors with their flexible age limits were

easily adapted to the changing grade levels in american

schools 2

the final change was the addition of daisies in 1984

named after juliettejullettejuilette low daisies is a one year program for
five year olds3 by reaching girls in kindergarten it is
hoped that more and more girls will be encouraged to continue

in scouting

like the levels of scouting the fields of emphasis in
badge work have also changed an early handbook contains

sections on the flag knots signallingsign measurementsalling and map

making nature trails gardening woodcraft home making

home nursing first aid and preserving healthhealthy the4 focus

of the manual seemed to be in the areas of home arts and

military skills perhaps reflecting the progressive interest
in home economics education and the influence of the boy

scouts and world war 1I

health4
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later handbooks however show important shifts in

focus while the early handbooks contained very little
information on camping the aspect of scouting for which

they are best known the 1933 manual has a large section

devoted to hiking and camping the same handbook also

contains a prominent section on swimming and life saving

homemaking and citizenship were also important sections but

skills like signaling and surveying were covered only

briefly5briefly it5 appears that the activities were becoming more

rugged requiring special knowledge in camping and life
saving and that the military influence was dying out

although the 1940 manual maintained the traditional
categories of homemaking nature and health it also

demonstrated a cosmopolitan spirit with chapters on community

life international friendship literature and dramatics

music and dancing and sports and games S6 the ideal young

scout was no longer expected to be solely a good mother

camper and a patriotic citizen but she was also to

participate in the cultural and social life of her community

the modern handbooks seem to follow the lead of 1940 in

stressing the importance of becoming a wellroundedwell

individual

rounded

and they encourage girls to explore the many

career possibilities open to them the most noticeable

difference is that manuals have abandoned the role of

providing extensive information on a topic to one of

fostering individual research

shif ts
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while each troop conducted a widevide variety of activities
the council also sponsored councilwidecouncilvidecouncil widevide programs in the

early years these activities may have included a lecture on

trees and flowers the girl scout pow wow at the university

of utah a hike or preparing floats for a parade in 1939

the salt lake council enumerated their special programingprogrammingpro

christmas

graming

carollersrollersCa winter camp parties for troop officers
poetry writing contest senior scout play day uniform

exchange camp reunion scout progress day at the university
may day breakfast and scouts own at memory grove7

one of the most important aspects of girl scout

programmingprogramingpro hasgraming always been community service in the 1920s

senior scouts were allowed to organize service troops to

specialize in community service and the councils sponsored

numerous activities from making dolls for orphans to canning

fruit for the poor and adopting subforsantasub familiesfor S8santa

although community service had always been an important

part of scouting the advent of world war 11II gave focus to

their work and service projects intensified in 1943 ogden

scouts made 200021000 fag bags for soldiers cigarettes
convalescent robes and war stamp corsages gathered fat and

stockings worked as messengers for the civil defense and

volunteered at the red cross sewing rooms similar

activities took place in each of the councils throughout the

warwargwara 9 the war provided a forum for both the girl scouts

patriotism and dedication to service as well as finally
realizing their early military tenor

war9
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in recent decades there has been a noticeable shift
toward high adventure activities girls participate in

whitewater river runs mountain climbing canoeing sailing
and backpackingback ofpacking course special skills must be developed

and leaders with appropriate training must be found with

ufcah beautiful but rugged country the utah council has

been a leader in developing high adventure programmingprogramingpro 10graming

since the massive reorganization of programingprogrammingpro ingraming the

early 1960s the national council has abandoned regional

national or international encampments and senior roundupsround

in

ups

favor of opportunities through their opportunity
program they offer trips and activities that speak to

particular interests for instance if a girl is interested
in the vestwestgest she can apply to national center west for an

opportunity in horseback riding or archeologyarchaeologyarche ifology she is
more interested in travel she might visit the birthplace of

juliette low in savannah the everglades and disney world

within the utah council small scale opportunity

activities were developed in the 1970s called minicampsmini

and

camps

takeoffstake offs girls can participate in weekend or day ionglonglonion

programs

g

which

1

they otherwise might not be able to

experience with programs in ballet mountain climbing or

computers girls may participate individually or as a troop

and everyone is able to find something that interests her

the program has proved very successful and has been exported

to other councils throughout the country 11

utahs
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special troops

in an attempt to meet the needs of all girls some

special troops were ormedformedforredorned to provide a scouting experience

for girls with special needs or interests during the first
decade of scouting in utah the ogden council claimed to have

the first troop for deaf and blind girls in the united

states and both ogden and salt lake formed a service troop

to give older girls a broader scouting experience with

special emphasis on community service 12

the service troops which were established by the

national council were soon followed by even more specialized
troops one of the most popular of these programs was the

mariner program paralleling sea scouts which has operated

in utah since 1939 despite the lack of appropriate sailing
water to join a mariner troop or ship a girl had to be

a tenderfoot scout of at least 14 years of age and be able to

swim 50 yards troops have owned their own boats sometimes

building them themselves and although there are no active

mariner troops in utah at the present a group of girls
interested in sailing makes an annual trip to california to

compete in a girl scout sailing competition

demonstrating the influence of world war 11II and the

quickly expanding roles for women wing troops specializing

in aviation were organized in the early 1940s the salt
lake wing troop was one of the first ten in the nation being

organized in 1943 by june mcintyremclntyre baldwin a sergeant in the

civil air patrol the troop was active for two years but

f
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disbanded when they lost their leader and an attempt to

purchase a plane from war surplus ended in a fiasco of

redtaperedfcaperedraperedredfredt intapecape addition there were also several more

successful vingwing troops active in ogden near the end of the

war

other special troops like ranger aides who studied

forestry were also common and many troops have had special

interests which they pursue without special sanction from

the national council perhaps the most numerous type of

special troop serves the handicapped while handicapped

troops were encouraged early in scoutings history the

present policy of the national council is to promote

mainstreaming into regular troops however this is not

always possible and the utah council has several all
handicapped troops 1

in addition to special troops for girls there have also

been several programs for adults in scouting during the

early 1960s a group of campus girl scouts specializing in
community service was organized at the university of utah

and as the girl scouts approached their 65th year in utah two

groups of older scouts were instituted troop 50 which is
not technically a troop is made up of women who attended
camp pinar more than fifty years ago and the silver trefoil
includes women with more than twentyfivetwenty yearsfive of scouting

experience 1

14
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trainitraining

of course without enthusiastic leaders with the

appropriate skills and training there would be no special

troops or programmingprogramingpro findinggraming leaders and providing them

with training has always been a major problem for the girl
scouts in utah during the first two decades of scouting in

utah most training was done by the executive director and by

national representatives who visited on occasion to help

the girl scouts as well as other youth organizations the

university of utah extension scheduled a training course in

youth leadership which on occasion was taught by the girl
scouts 17

the utah council has been well recognized for their
inovativeinnovative leadership training in addition to providing

leaders with training in troop organization they have

presented courses in camping skills and powder puff

mechanics however since so many leaders or potential
leaders are also in the workforce the council has had to

pare their comprehensive training into a concise short
program intialinfcialintimal troop leader training which once took 16 to

20 hours is now presented in 8 hours of videotaped training
rogramsprogramsprograms the training not only takes less time to conduct

it also can be more flexible about when and where it is
given 18

p ro grams
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camipincamping

there is no activity which is more closely associated

with girl scouting than camping girls in a typical troop

mayplaynay particate in camping experiences on troop excursions by

attending one of the many established camps or by attending

dayclay campampcarpc camp experiences often provide the most cherished

memories of a girls tenure as a girl scout

ogden camping red cliffe
the very first girl scout camp in utah was held in 1921

by the ogden council at the meadows in south fork canyon

rhethe only shelter was a large tarp stretched between trees
andcand a load of straw was hauled in for beds the following

year camp was moved to another site across the river which

was named red cliffe this time they had a few borrowed

bentstents for shelter and daily kamp kapers were dedicated to

eradicating the thistles which infested the site 19

A typical day in camp in the early 1920s began with

jerks or exercises and a flag ceremony after breakfast
the rest of the day might involve cleaning up the campsite

hiking making craft items or pulling practical jokes on the

other campers A list of red cliffe activities for 1930

lists archery cooking country dancing dramatics

rebuildingfirebuildingfi homecraftshome judgingcrafts mapmakingmatmakingmap naturemaking outdoor

games singing and woodcraft as the principle programmingprogramingpro forgraming

the summer 20

f
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in 1923 when a group of boy scouts were caught in a

cloudburst while camping nearly resulting in tragedy the

ogden council decided that they must provide permanent

shelter at red cliffe A small lodge was built from donated

materials in 1924 with the help of fathers the kiwanis and

the forest service the lodge or cabin housed a small

kitchen and provided emergency shelter with the tent
platforms built the previous season red cliffe had emerged

as a permanent camp 21

since the camp was situated on a mountain stream wading

and swimming were always popular activities in 1931 a

report was issued which revealed that the stream was

polluted and it was recommended that swimming be prohibited

instead of completely abandoning the idea of swimming the

council began seeking help which it found from the federal
emergency relief association in 1934 with CCCCGC labor a

swimming pool and other improvements to the camp were built
in 1935 22

unfortunately the original swimming pool was

constructed too close to the river and every spring the

pressure from the raised water table forced the pool to

crack although many repairs were made they proved

inadequate and it became obvious that the pool must be

replaced when the councils were combined in 1961 ogden

joined with the understanding that some of the funds which

they were bringing to the utah council would be used to build
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a new pool this was done and the new pool was dedicated on

july 28 1963 23

over the years spearheaded by leana gleasonkleason many other

improvements were added to red cliffe to make it a modern

camp and damage caused by fire and heavy snowfall resulted
in major reconstruction despite all the improvements the

camp continued to deteriorate swimming was not as popular

as a camp activity since pools had become more common in the

city and both swimming and boating was offered at the salt
lake council camp above park city 2

red cliffe which was on land once owned by ogden city
and since 1939 by the forest service was on a yeartoyearyear

lease

to

in

year

addition the water system needed major

improvements estimated to cost 150000 realizing that
economic factors made retention of the camp impossible the

board of directors began to consider selling red cliffe it
took three years to indfind a buyer and finalize the

arrangements but on may 11 1983 the board voted to accept

the offer of 75000 from the reorganized church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday 25

although the ogden council had considered selling red

cliffe in 1952 in favor of a site at snow basin ogden scouts

were deeply attatched to their camp opposition to the

sale was acknowledged and it was a sad day for ogden scouts

when red cliffe closed for good 2

24
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salt lake camping pinar and cloud rim

camping during the early years in salt lake city was a

little more uncertain the salt lake council considered many

possible campsites but were unable to come to a decision the

first year so they allowed the captains to choose and

twentythreetwenty girlsthree attended camp in ogden the following

year camp was held at the pinecrestPine inncrest it wasnt until
1926 that the council finally decided on a camp the utah

outdoor camp in big cottonwood canyon now the sprucesspruced A

week at camp pinar cost 6.00600 and girls were encouraged to

spend at least two weeks 27

although pinar was a beautiful camp the salt lake

council felt that they needed a permanent camp with shelter
and they appointed several committees to investigate the

possibilities they apparently made no move to buy or build

until 1933 when mr HJ plumhof whose wife was a member of

the nationalHatnat boardionallonai and camp respresentativepresentativeres for the western

united states offered 200 to build a lodge at camp pinar on

the condition that his donation be matched 28

with such a generous offer the council and mr plumhof

began the arduous task of arranging for the lodge they soon

discovered that any building on utah outdoor association land

would be under UOA jurisdiction after deciding that they

could live with such an arrangement they then learned that
since the camp was a special use permit to the utah outdoor
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association the lodge could not be used exclusively by the

girlzirl scouts 29

it seems that this was unacceptable to the council and

in 1934 they actively began looking for a new campsite with

the help of the forest service through the influence of

another prominent girl scout mrs oscar HN friendly the park

utah mining co with whom her husband was affiliated
donated a beautiful piece of land above park city on the edge

of lake brimhall30Brimhall

once

30

they had a campsite the council then had to findlind
the means to install improvements they already had some

donations but they anticipated spending much more than they

could raise in an effort to obtain help from the WPA

the land was temporarily deeded to salt lake city31
mr plumhof was the guiding light behind the building of

the new camp and it became an obsession for him the first
attempt to obtain government funding was denied because the

camp was for a private group and the second application was

vetoed by president roosevelt because it was thought to be on

national forest land in a final act of desperation mr

plumhof telegraphed eleanor roosevelt honorary president of

the girl scouts and asked her to intercede with her husband

in behalf of the salt lake girl scouts which she apparently

did the WPA work was finally approved in december of

1935.32193532

the final breakdown of costs showed 40 borne by the

salt lake council through donations and 60 covered by the
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ffpa construction began in the fall of 1936 and despite

the rocky winding road and heavy snowfall the camp was

ready to be dedicated by august 22 1937 the dedication of

the lodge as the helen jane plumhof lodge gives us a clue to

the motivation behind the dedication and determination of

HJ plumhof the lodge was named in memory of his recently

deceased daughter33

at the end of the first camping season the camp was

still unnamed A contest was held and the winning entry was

cloud rim an appropriate name for the little camp nestled
near the top of the wasatch mountains which lou henry hoover

once called the most beautiful camp in the country 3

trefoil and other camps

the third major girl scout camp in utah is trefoil ranch

in the south fork of provo canyon originally belonging to

the provo council the ranch consisting of 125 acres was

purchased in 1946 for 4000 despite several serious water

and land disputes trefoil ranch for many years had a

distinct advantage as the only major camp which was

completely owned by the girl scouts since red cliffe was

leased from the forest service and a portion of cloud rim was

leased from a mining company35company

in

35

addition trefoil had another advantage because it
was lower in elevation than the other camps this allowed

them to provide winter camping as well as having a longer

summer season since 1970 trefoil ranch has been a horse

W P A

daughter 33

34
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camp and has been extremely popular within the last few

years the utah council has poured a tremendous amount of

capital into the camp to improve and expand the facilities
and the programingprogrammingpro hasgraming also expanded with the addition of

english riding36Riding

there

36

have also been two much smaller local camps in

utah ashley haven near vernal was built in 1965 and the

white pine council owned a camp called echoing pines in

nevada when it briefly joined the utah council37Council

just

37

as the wasatch council had negotiated for their
swimming pool the salt lake council also had reserved some

funds which they wanted used for a new campsite after the

unification of the councils rather than building another

rugged mountain camp the salt lake council had been looking

for land at a lower elevation which would permit year round

camping and they hoped they would be able to find a site
close enough to the city so they would have a permanent place

to hold day camp38camp3

day camp was established to give inexperienced campers

espciallyespecially the younger girls a chance to learn camping

skills usually held daily for a week the girls would

gather in a local canyon or park where they could spend the

day camping but could return home for the night the irstfirstarst
day camp in the salt lake council was held in 1930 at a home

on 13th avenue and D st in salt lake city which was rented

for day camps and troop camping this house served them for
several years until the land on which it sat was sold

f

campa
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needing a new place for camps the salt lake council

discovered a stone farmhouse at moutain dell which was for

lease fromfron salt lake city the farmhouse was a wonderful

place to hold camp and troop activities but it had to be

abandoned in 1978 because of vandalism39vandalism

after

39

the utah council was formed there was even more

need for a more utilitarian camp and the board of directors
began looking for a campsite they originally started
looking for property a little further south in an attempt to

better serve the scouts in the southern part of the state
they did find a choice piece of land near mtmft pleasant but

were unable to obtain the water rights frustrated they

began searching again and eventually found some land in east
canyon the relatively low elevation would allow them to

hold yearroundyear activitiesround and it was easily accessible to

the two girl scout population centers ogden and salt lake

the east canyon property was purchased in 1977 but there

have been no improvements because of a lack of funds

securing

40

funding promises to be the most difficult
problem facing utah girl scout camps in the future although

they charge 60 for a four day stay at camp they are not able

to meet the operating costs and any improvements require

tremendous capital expenditures however camping is such an

integral part of the scouting experience they will always

find a way to put girls around the campfire

f romron

funds40
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

the history of girl scouting in utah has mirrored the

development of scouting throughout the country founded by

socially minded wealthy women responding to a long tradition
of female social work and the enthusiasm of the progressive

movement they tried to present the girls of their
communities with a character building experience by

organizingorgan themising into some society where they might be

instructed along the lines of home making health and

recreation 1

in addition to serving the girls of the state the girl
scouts have played an important role in many communities

the countless acts of service to individuals organizations

and municipalities are inspiring yet the most important

contribution of girl scouting has been the teaching of values

like honesty patriotism and kindness which thousands of

girlgirlsgiris haves carried with them throughout their lives as they

have participated in the social life of their own towns and

cities
despite the many contributions of the girl scouts to

local communities they have often had trouble finding proper

funding for their activities or garnering moral support

this has been complicated by a unique relationship with the
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LDS church which has taken an ambiguous position concerning

the scouting program for girls nevertheless girl scouting

in utah has continued to grow and develop

in 1987 the girl scouts of the USA will celebrate

their diamond jubilee with 75 years of serving girls in this
country their celebrations under the theme tradition with

a future point to their long tradition of adapting to the

changing world but whether or not they will indeed be able

to meet the challangeschallandeschal oflanges the future remains to be seen in

the past it was fairly simple to adapt to girls more

interested in careers than in debutante balls and to switch

from a very formal uniform to a modern designer model by

halston however the problems of funding and a drastically
changing social system have never been encountered before

it appears that finances will continue to become even

tighter in the next few years for the first twentyfivetwenty

years
five

the utah girl scout council has had a surplus each year

which they were able to squirrel away for special projects
but they now require all their income to meet their current

operating costs to meet the financial challangeschallandeschal oflanges the

future they will need to reevaluate their funding principles
and seek new methods or sources of income

in addition they must face the problem of finding

appropriate leaders this has always been a grave concern

for girl scout councils however it is reaching a critical
stage as more and more women enter the workforce

adaptations have already been made by encouraging men to take

f or

f
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troops and holding meetings at night but major changes in
programmingprogramingpro maygraming have to be made to meet the demands of a

changing society there is an axiom in girl scouting which

states that there are plenty of girls who want to be scouts

there just arent enough leaders

also in 1987 the utah girl scout council will be

honoring the 66th anniversary of officially chartered girl
scouting in utah although the number of girls the utah

council serves is small they have been able to maintain a

strong foothold in utah for over half a century they also
seem to have overcome some of the disapproval by members of

the LDS church

although they face the challenges and difficulties of

the future there is no doubt that with their progressive

spirit they will be able to meet and adapt to those

challenges girl scouting in the year 2000 may be as

different from scouting today as the present system is from

the very first troop however in choosing to celebrate with

the theme tradition with a future they already recognize

the role which change may play in their future
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ABSTRACT

girl scouting began in utah in 1921 out of a desire of
several wealthy women to help build the character of young
girls in ogden exhibiting many elements of the social
gospel11gospel aspect of progressivism they adopted the girl scout
program which emphasized preparation for practical living
appreciation of nature and development of character

since the first troops were organized in ogden girl
scouting slowly spread throughout the rest of the state
resulting in several councils and lone troops after
responding to a call for consolidation from the national girl
scout council the utah scouts made a dramatic change in 1961
to a single council the utah girl scout council

although growth in size has been fairly steady the girl
scouts have encountered the unique problem of dealing with a
dominant religious community the LDS church which has
demonstrated ambiguous feelings about the girl scout program
nevertheless the girl scouts have played an important role
in utahs communities and have continued to grow and
strengthen
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